
Let your blinds join the world of smart home

Close the blind in the living room

Blind closed!

Your Google Assistant is ready.

ON

Buy                     drive
and control blinds using
a remote or smartphone!

Rollbox



The Rollbox drive for interior  
    blinds with chain system  
       will easily change the covers  
             into intelligent electrical devices  
         that will ensure comfort in your  
     home. This is the first such drive  
on the Polish market!

 One solution for all blinds

Easy installation

Possibility to connect to the  
YOODA Smart Home 2 system

The Rollbox drive has been designed to be compatible  
with the majority of internal blinds available on the market, 
regardless of shape or size -  only the cover should have  
a chain system. 

Very fast assembly that does not require interference  
in the blind. The drive has a built-in battery, thanks why do 
not you have to put the cabling and disassemble the blinds.
Choose a place to install - it can be a window frame, as well 
as a wall and screw or glue the holder here. The installation 
will be done within a few minutes without the help of an 
installer.

In addition to the standard control - any remote control  
or buttons on the drive, you can control the blinds using 
your phone or tablet. Add automated blinds to your smart 
home and thanks to the YOODA Smart Home 2 control unit 
you will have control over your covers from anywhere in the 
world. You can set various scenarios that will be activated 
automatically at certain days and hours or run manually. 



One touch you will be able to cover the blinds to protect yourself from strong sunlight during the day. Synchroni-
zation with sunrise and sunset will allow you to wake up in natural light and take care of your privacy at night.

Security - when you are away
Thanks to the programmed hours of opening and closing the blinds, we can simulate the presence of house 
members when we are, for example, on holidays and thus prevent the visit of unwanted guests.
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